We resurrect an old definition of the linear measure of a metric continuum in terms of Steiner trees, independently due to Menger (1930) and Choquet (1938) . We generalise it to any metric space and provide a proof of a little-known theorem of Choquet that it coincides with the outer linear measure for any connected metric space. As corollaries we obtain simple proofs of Gołąb's theorem (1928) on the lower semicontinuity of linear measure of continua and a theorem of Bognár (1989) on the linear measure of the closure of a set. We do not use any measure theory apart from the definition of outer linear measure.
Introduction
A well-known chestnut presents a sequence of arcs γ n : [0, 1] → R 2 between fixed points a and b at distance 2, each consisting of 2 n−1 semicircular arcs of radius 2 n−1 , converging (uniformly) to the straight-line arc γ 0 : [0, 1] → R 2 , γ 0 (t) = (1 − t)a + tb (Fig. 1) . That the length of each γ n is π and of the limit curve is 2 shows that arc length is not a continuous functional. Instead, for any metric space (X, d), arc length is a lower semicontinuous functional on the space C([0, 1], X) of continuous functions with the supremum norm. This is most easily seen by noting that arc length can be defined as the supremum of the polygonal approximation functionals
where 0 ≤ a 1 < · · · < a n ≤ 1, each one of which is continuous, and applying the result that the supremum of a collection of lower semicontinuous functions is again lower semicontinuous. Thus, the length of the limit arc can never be larger than the limit of the lengths of the arcs in the sequence, but can also be strictly smaller. This observation also demonstrates that it is not completely straightforward that the Koch curve ( Figure 2 ) has infinite length, despite being the limit of curves κ n of length (4/3) n , tending to infinity. This point is usually glossed over in discussions of the Koch curve, including the original paper of Helge von Koch [25] . In Figure 3 we obtain δ n by shrinking κ n by a linear factor of (4/5) n−1 and adding segments at the two endpoints of the shrunken curve so that the endpoints are again at the same distance as before. Then the length of δ n is bounded from below by (16/15) n , but the limit curve will be the segment γ 0 . In order to show that the Koch curve has infinite length, one has to observe that the vertices of each polygonal arc κ n occurs in all subsequent κ m , m > n, hence also in the limit curve, and therefore by the elementary definition of arc length as the supremum of (1), the length of the Koch curve is bounded from below by the length of each κ n . The lower semicontinuity of arc length was generalised in the early 20th century from arcs to continua, that is, connected compact subsets of a metric space. The first to publish a proof of the lower semicontinuity of the length of continua seems to be Stanisław Gołąb [20] , and this theorem is nowadays known as Gołąb's Theorem. Recently, it has been used and generalised in existence proofs in the Calculus of Variations [9, 10, 37] . See Section 6 for further historical remarks.
The main purpose of this paper is to give a simple, self-contained proof of Gołąb's Theorem by using an almost forgotten definition of the length of continua due to Karl Menger [31] and Gustave Choquet [8] . This proof uses no measure theory apart from the definition of outer linear measure, and no results on the structure of continua. This gives an extended real-valued function diam :
The outer linear measure L * :
Roughly, Gołąb's theorem [20] asserts that L * is lower semicontinuous on the collection of continua of X with a suitable topology. Instead of starting off with a discussion of these topologies, we give five concrete formulations of Gołąb's Theorem, four of which can be found in the literature. After giving a self-contained proof of the strongest of these, we discuss the topologies behind the different formulations. These again define extended real-valued functions d : Gołąb's Theorem. Let A be a continuum and (A n | n ∈ N) a sequence of continua in the metric space X such that
There are various ways to strengthen this theorem. It is not necessary to assume that A is a continuum, as this follows from the convergence of A n to A with respect to Hausdorff distance [15, Theorem 3.18] . Although Gołąb's Theorem is usually formulated in terms of Hausdorff distance, Gołąb already remarked that the theorem still holds if we only assume that lim n→∞ e(A, A n ) = 0. However, this weaker assumption does not imply that A is a continuum, as lim n→∞ e(A , A n ) = 0 holds for any A ⊆ A. This does not matter, as the compactness of A or the A n is not essential for the conclusion to hold. We thus state the following version of Gołąb's Theorem. Theorem A. Let (A n | n ∈ N) be a sequence of connected subsets of the metric space X and A ⊆ X such that lim n→∞ e(A, A n ) = 0. Then
Independently of Gołąb, in 1936 Orrin Frink [17] proved the lower semicontinuity of L * on continua in the following form. Although he proved only the first statement, the second statement follows in a very similar way. Again we formulate it for connected sets.
Theorem B.
Let A be a subset of the metric space X.
If
Theorem A follows easily from Theorem B. Indeed, if L * (A) = ∞, then Theorem B gives that for any M > 0 there exists n 0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n 0 , L * (A n ) > M , which implies lim inf n→∞ L * (A n ) = ∞, and if L * (A) < ∞, then Theorem B gives that for any ε > 0 there exists
A third form of Gołąb's Theorem may be found in a 1989 paper of Mátyás Bognár [5] . Although Bognár only formulated it for sequences, the generalisation to nets presents no problems. Let (Λ, ) be a directed set and (A λ | λ ∈ Λ) a net of subsets of X. We say that x ∈ X is a limit point of (A λ ) if for each ε > 0 there exists λ 0 ∈ Λ such that for all λ λ 0 , A λ ∩ B(x, ε) = ∅. Then the (Painlevé-Kuratowski) lower limit of (A λ ), denoted by Li A λ , is defined to be the set of all limit points of (A λ ). (The topology defined by this convergence is not necessarily first countable, hence the use of nets.)
It is again easy to see that Theorem C implies Theorem A. Indeed, for any ε > 0 there exists n 0 ∈ N such that e(A, A n ) < ε for all n ≥ n 0 . Thus for any x ∈ A we have d(x, A n ) < ε, which implies that x ∈ Li n A n . Then Theorem C and the monotonicity of L * gives that
A fourth form of Gołąb's Theorem appears in a 1992 paper of David Fremlin [16, Lemma 5C] . We say that a set A hits a collection U of sets if A ∩ U = ∅ for all U ∈ U . 
This theorem easily implies Theorem C. We state a final version very close to Theorem D, but in a form parallel to Theorem B.
Theorem E. Let A be a subset of a metric space X.
This theorem easily implies both Theorems B and D.
In the next section we give a self-contained proof of Theorem E. This is done in two steps. First, we introduce the Menger-Choquet length of an arbitrary subset of a metric space and present a very simple proof of its semicontinuity formulated in a manner analogous to Theorem E (Proposition 3). Then we state our main result (Theorem 1), that the outer linear measure of a connected subset of a metric space X equals its MengerChoquet length. This result generalises an old theorem of Choquet [8] . Its proof is in Section 4. Up to here everything is self-contained (using some elementary notions from graph theory). In particular, everything is done without specifying exactly what we mean by lower semicontinuity. In Section 5 we discuss the two topological senses in which the above versions of Gołąb's Theorem assert the lower semicontinuity of L * on connected sets or on continua. Section 6 contains a discussion of the history and applications of Gołąb's Theorem.
Menger-Choquet length and Steiner trees
It is clear that the outer linear measure of a set A, as defined in the previous section, is independent of the metric space of which A is a subset. The same will not be true for what we will call the Menger-Choquet length, introduced next.
As usual, we consider a graph on a finite non-empty set of vertices V to be a pair
A path with endpoints a and b is a subgraph of G with distinct vertices For any finite non-empty set P ⊆ X, define
For example, if X is the Euclidean plane and P the vertex set of an equilateral triangle of side length 1, then smt(P ) = √ 3, with a shortest graph connecting the vertices to the centroid of the triangle. Since any connected G = (V, E) contains a tree T = (V, E ) on the same vertex set (a spanning tree of G), we may restrict the graphs in the definition of smt(P ) to be trees. Trees with a vertex set that contains P are called Steiner trees on P . The vertices in V \ P (if any) are the Steiner points of the Steiner tree. (If the infimum in the definition of smt(P ) is attained, any tree T with vertex set containing P such that smt(P ) = (T ) is called a Steiner minimal tree of P .) Without loss of generality, we may restrict the Steiner trees in the definition of smt(P ) to the proper Steiner trees on P , that is, Steiner trees on P such that all Steiner points have degree at least 2. (We could even restrict the Steiner trees to those in which all Steiner points have degree at least 3, but it will be important later to allow Steiner points of degree 2.) As observed by Gustave Choquet [8] in 1938, it is immediate that if P is contained in the finite set Q, then smt(P ) ≤ smt(Q). For any A ⊆ X we define its Menger-Choquet length to be 
In Theorem 1 below we state a more general version of Choquet's Theorem. We first introduce a related functional, due to Menger. Note that L M C (A) is not a function of the metric space A on its own, but depends on the metric space X in which A is contained. We can attempt to fix this by restricting the Steiner points to be in A. Thus, for any finite P ⊆ X and any A ⊆ X define
As before, we may restrict the graphs in the definition of smt A (P ) to be Steiner trees on P . Also, smt A (P ) ≤ smt B (Q) whenever P ⊆ Q and A ⊇ B. For any A ⊆ X, define its intrinsic Menger length to be (Fig. 4) . This shows that, unlike L M C , L IM is not monotone, hence not lower semicontinuous in the sense of Proposition 3. (See Section 5 for a detailed discussion of its continuity properties.) Nevertheless, it follows from Choquet's Theorem that if A is a continuum, then L M C (A) is in fact independent of the ambient space X. The following generalisation of Choquet's Theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1. For any subset
The proof, which uses nothing more than elementary properties of graphs and metric spaces, is in the next section. As a corollary we obtain Theorem E by showing that L M C is lower semicontinuous on all subsets of X in Lemma 2 and Proposition 3.
Lemma 2.
For all finite non-empty subsets P and Q of X, smt(P ) ≤ smt(Q) + |P |e(P, Q).
Thus, smt(P ) ≤ (T Q ) + |P |e(P, Q) for all Steiner trees T Q on Q. It follows that smt(P ) ≤ smt(Q) + |P |e(P, Q).
Let B ⊆ X be an arbitrary set that hits U , and for each p ∈ P , choose p ∈ B ∩ B(p, δ). Let P = {p | p ∈ P }. Then e(P, P ) < δ, and by Lemma 2, smt(P )
The case where L M C (A) = ∞ can be proved by making minimal adjustments to the above proof.
As another corollary of Theorem 1 we obtain a theorem of Bognár [5] (cf. Fremlin [16, 4A] ).
Corollary 4 (Bognár [5]). For any connected subset
This corollary is immediate from Theorem C and the fact that the lower limit of a constant sequence (A) is the closure A. It also follows from Theorem 1 by noting that, since smt(·) is a continuous function on the collection of finite subsets of X,
We note in passing that if A is connected and L * (A) < ∞, then A is L * -measurable [16, 4I] , a result which is beyond the scope of this paper. We may ask whether the use of Steiner points is necessary. In fact, before Menger introduced L M C and L IM for arcs in [31, 29] , he defined [30, § 6 ] the length of a metric continuum C in the following straightforward way:
is the length of a minimal spanning tree on P . Menger [30] showed that if C is an arc,
, and also that L M is lower semicontinuous on the collection of continua.
depends only on C, and not on the metric space in which C lies. However, as pointed out by Frink [17] , L M (C) in general does not necessarily equal L * (C).
To demonstrate this, Frink used Menger's own observation that L M is not monotone even if C is a continuum (Fig. 4) . Let C be the union of the two diagonals of a unit square in the plane. Then L * (C) = 2 √ 2, but L M (C) = 3, as it is not too difficult to show that for any finite non-empty P ⊆ C, mst(P ) ≤ 3 with equality if and only if P = A, the set consisting of the four vertices of the square. (Note that smt(A) = 1 + √ 3 < 2 √ 2 = mst(B), where B = A ∪ {c}, with c the centre of the square.)
Nevertheless, it follows from Lemma 9 below that
for any A ⊆ X, and therefore, if any one of these quantities is finite, all of them are. There is a simple characterization of metric spaces A for which any of these quantities is finite. They are exactly the subsets of metric continua of finite outer linear measure.
Theorem 5. Any metric space A with L
The proof, although outside the scope of this paper, uses Gromov's compactness theorem for Gromov-Hausdorff convergence [11, 37] . We also mention the following result that can 
Theorem 6. Let X be a convex, proper metric space. For any
In Section 6 we discuss more general results on the existence of connected sets of minimum length containing a given set.
Proof of Theorem 1
Recall that a Steiner tree is called proper if the degree of each Steiner point is at least 2. As mentioned before, it is very important for our purposes to allow Steiner points of degree 2. However, as is well known, in any Steiner tree on a set P , there are at most |P | − 2 Steiner points of degree at least 3. This follows from the fact that a tree on |V | vertices has |V | − 1 edges and degree counting. A chain in a Steiner tree on P is a path in the tree such that all vertices of the path, except possibly the end-vertices, are Steiner points of degree 2. A chain in a Steiner tree is called maximal if it is not properly contained in a larger chain. Let T be a proper Steiner tree. Each vertex of T is contained in some maximal chain of T , and each edge of T is contained in a unique maximal chain. Thus, any two maximal chains are edge-disjoint. Also, if two maximal chains have a common vertex, this vertex must be a common endpoint that is not a Steiner point of degree 2. (See Fig. 5.) We can replace each maximal chain in a proper Steiner tree T by a single edge joining the endpoints of the chain to obtain a reduced Steiner tree T on the same set where each Steiner point has degree at least 3, and such that (T ) ≤ (T ) (by the triangle inequality).
Lemma 7. A proper Steiner tree T = (V, E) on a finite set P has at most 2|P | − 3 maximal chains.
Proof. This follows from the above discussion by noting that in a reduced Steiner tree there are at most |P | − 2 Steiner points, hence there are at most 2|P | − 2 vertices in total, hence there are at most 2|P | − 3 edges.
The following is a well-known result occurring implicitly or explicitly in [41, 26, 33, 12, 19] . Lemma 8. Let P be a finite subset of a metric space X with |P | ≥ 3. Then for any Steiner tree T on P , there exists a cycle C with vertex set P such that (C) ≤ 2 (T ).
Proof. By possible removing edges from T , we may assume that T is proper. Also, we may replace T by a reduced Steiner tree without increasing its length. It is therefore sufficient to show the lemma for reduced Steiner trees on P . We use induction on |P | ≥ 3. For the case |P | = 3, note that there are two possible reduced Steiner trees on P , one with no Steiner points, and one with a single Steiner point joined to each point in P . In both cases, the inequality follows from the triangle inequality.
In the case |P | > 3, if we remove each point in P of degree 1 from T , the remaining graph is still a tree, hence has a vertex v of degree 1. This vertex is necessarily a Steiner point, hence is joined to two points p 1 , p 2 ∈ P . Then the tree T obtained from T by removing the points p 1 , p 1 , and the edges {p 1 , v} and {p 2 , v} is a Steiner tree on P = P ∪ {v} \ {p 1 , p 2 }, and by induction, there is a cycle C on P such that (C ) ≤ 2 (T ). Let C be the cycle on P obtained by replacing the two edges {v, u} and {v, w} incident to v by {u, p 1 }, {p 1 , p 2 }, {p 2 , w}. Then it follows from the triangle inequality that (C) ≤ 2 (T ).
Lemma 9. For any finite non-empty
Proof. The lemma is trivial if |P | = 1, and follows from the triangle inequality for |P | = 2. Let ε > 0. Let T be a Steiner tree on P with (T ) < smt(P ) + ε. By Lemma 8 there exists a cycle through P of length at most 2 (T ). By removing the longest edge from this cycle we obtain a path through P of length at most
Since this holds for any ε > 0, we obtain the conclusion.
Let S ⊆ A ⊆ X and ε > 0. Then S is called ε-separated if d(x, y) ≥ ε for all distinct x, y ∈ S. Also, S is called an ε-net of A if each point of A has distance < ε to some point of S. Note that a maximal ε-separated subset of A is also an ε-net of A. The set A is said to be totally bounded if A contains a finite ε-net for each ε > 0. Proof. Let P be a finite ε-separated subset of A, that is, d(x, y) ≥ ε for all distinct x, y ∈ P . Without loss of generality, |P | ≥ 2. Then mst(P ) ≥ (|P | − 1)ε, since a spanning tree of P has |P | − 1 edges, and by the previous lemma,
Therefore, if we choose points of A one by one, keeping the chosen subset ε-separated, we will stop after at most max 1, Proof. We use the following simple online bin-packing algorithm. Walk along C from x 1 to x n , cutting it up at vertices into chains that are as long as possible, trying to keep their lengths ≤ t. Whenever an edge of length > t is found, it is taken to be a single "outsize" chain (Fig. 6) . Denote the consecutive chains made in this way by C 1 , . . . , C k . Because of maximality, the sum of the lengths of any two adjacent chains is > t. It follows that 2 (C) > (k − 1)t. Finally, remove all outsize chains and add a new chain x i of length 0 between any two adjacent outsize chains x i−1 x i and x i x i+1 . In this way we remove at least as many chains as we add new chains of length 0. We end up with at most k chains, each of length ≤ t, with vertices covering the vertices of C.
Proof of Theorem 1. We first show that
Then, by Lemma 10, A is totally bounded. The idea of the proof is as follows. We take a finite P ⊆ A with smt(P ) very close to L M C (A). Then we extend P to an ε-net P with ε very small, depending on δ and another auxiliary large constant R. Figure 7 : Decomposing the Steiner tree T with P = {a, b, c} Then smt(P ) is still very close to L M C (A). We take a proper Steiner tree T on P of length very close to smt(P ), and use Lemmas 7 and 11 to cut the proper subtree T of T joining P into small pieces to create a good δ-cover of A.
Let δ > 0 be arbitrary. Without loss of generality, we may assume δ < 1/8. Fix a finite
Then P is ε-separated, and by Lemma 10, P is contained in a maximal ε-separated finite P ⊆ A which is also an ε-net. Let T = (V , E ) be a proper Steiner tree on P such that
We decompose T as follows. Let T = (V, E) be the union of all the paths in T between pairs of points from P . Then T is clearly a Steiner tree on P . Remove the edges of T from T (but not the vertices) to obtain G = (V , E \ E). Let T v be the connected component of G that contains v ∈ V . Denote the maximal chains of T by C i , i = 1, . . . , c (see Fig. 7 ). By Lemma 7, c ≤ 2|P | − 3. We use Lemma 11 to cut each chain C i up into disjoint subchains
, where the number of pieces for each C i is
Then the C i,j and the T v together cover the vertex set of T , which includes the ε-net P .
Some of the T v are so small that they may be ignored, as follows. We say that
and
together cover A. We next estimate the diameters of the U i,j and U v in this cover. First,
Next, the total length of the large T v is
In particular, since |L|ε ≤ v∈L (T v ), the number of large
It follows that
It remains to show that if A is a connected subset of X, then L IM (A) ≤ L * (A). We may assume without loss of generality that L * (A) < ∞. As already remarked, since neither L IM nor L * depends on X, we may also assume that A is the whole metric space. Let ε > 0 and let P be an arbitrary non-empty finite subset of A. We want to use a good δ-covering of A (for sufficiently small δ > 0) to construct a good Steiner tree of P with Steiner points in A, in order to show that smt A (P ) ≤ L * (A) + ε. Without loss of generality, |P | ≥ 2. Since A then has at least two points, its connectedness implies that any non-empty open subset of A is infinite. Let
If we instead take a (δ/2)-cover and replace each U i by x∈U i B(x, η/2 i ) for a sufficiently small η > 0, we may assume that each U i is open in A. By the choice of δ, |U i ∩ P | ≤ 1 for all i ∈ N. We say that two points x, y ∈ A are joined by {U i | i ∈ N} if there exists a finite sequence
, and for each t = 1, . . . , k − 1,
The connectedness of A implies that any two x, y ∈ A are connected by {U i }. Indeed, for a fixed x ∈ A, the set S of all y ∈ A such that x and y are connected by {U i } is open, as it is a union of U i . The complement A \ S is also open, since if z ∈ A \ S, then z ∈ U j for some j and then U j ⊆ A \ S, otherwise there would exist y ∈ U j ∩ S, hence the sequence U i (1) , . . . , U i(k) demonstrating that x and y are joined, together with
For any x, y ∈ A, choose a sequence U i (1,x,y) , . . . , U i(k(x,y),x,y) demonstrating that x and y are joined, where we choose a single U i (1,x,x) 
This subgraph is necessarily a tree T = (I, E ), with I a non-empty finite subset of N and E a finite subset of E . For each edge e = {i, j} ∈ E , choose
Let i ∈ I. Since deg
However, then i and the edge of T incident with i are redundant, contradicting the minimality of T . Therefore, |V i | ≥ 2 for each i ∈ I. Form a graph G on the vertex set V = i∈I V i by joining the vertices in each V i by an arbitrary path. Since T is connected, G is also connected. Note that two V i could intersect in more than one point, hence G is not necessarily a tree. Nevertheless, any spanning tree T of G will be a Steiner tree on P , and we obtain
By (3) and
This holds for arbitrary P ⊆ A and ε > 0, and we conclude that L IM (A) ≤ L * (A).
Lower semicontinuous with respect to which topology?
Given a topological space (X , T ), a function f : X → R is defined to be lower semicontinuous at a point x 0 ∈ X if for any ε > 0 there exists an open neighbourhood U of x 0 such that for all x ∈ U , f (x 0 ) < f (x) + ε. Gołąb's original theorem and each of the Theorems A, B, C, D, E assert the lower semicontinuity of L * on the collection of connected subsets of a metric space for an appropriate topology on this collection. For instance, the well-known Hausdorff topology is the topology on the collection C (X) of all closed subsets of X generated by the basis of all sets of the form
Gołąb's theorem states that on the subspace of all continua of X, L * is lower semicontinuous with respect to the Hausdorff topology. Theorem A can also be stated as the lower semicontinuity of L * , but now on the coarser lower Hausdorff topology, which we define on the space P(X) of all subsets of X. This is the topology H − generated by the basis consisting of all sets of the form
Then Theorems A and B assert the lower semicontinuity of L * on the subspace of (P(X), H − ) consisting of the connected subsets of X. For Theorem C, D and E, we introduce the lower Vietoris topology. This is the topology V − on P(X) generated by the subbasis consisting of all sets of the form
Theorems C, D and E assert the lower semicontinuity of L * on the subspace of (P(X), V − ) consisting of the connected subsets of X. [24] .) Since sets that are not totally bounded have infinite outer linear measure, it follows that at points of P(X) that have finite outer linear measure, the two topologies are the same. Therefore, the first part of Theorem E has the same strength as the first part of Theorem B.
6 Historical remarks
The length of continua
The definition of outer linear measure was originally introduced by Carathéodory [7] and generalised by Hausdorff [21] to arbitrary (including fractional) dimensions. Menger [31, 29] , Mimura [34] and Choquet [8] were early pioneers in the study of Steiner trees (see the historical surveys [38] and [6] ). No doubt unaware of Choquet's paper, Leonard Blumenthal included Menger's question whether L M C equals arc length in general metric spaces in his book on distance geometry [4, pp. 66-67] . His student, William Ettling [13] , claimed to have a proof for all proper metric spaces, but unfortunately his proof, which follows Mimura's first proof very closely, made the tacit assumption that X is convex in the sense that any two points x, y ∈ X are joined by an arc of length d(x, y). It is also not difficult to modify Mimura's first proof to work for any connected subset of any metric space, without assuming compactness of the set or convexity of the space, or having to use Gołąb's Theorem. (Unfortunately, Mimura's second proof uses the lower semicontinuity of the length of continua.)
Existence of connected sets of minimum length
For further existence results along the lines of Theorems 5 and 6, see Chapter 4 of the book of Ambrosio and Tilli [2] , and the papers of Ducret and Troyanov [11] , Paolini and Ulivi [36] and Paolini and Stepanov [37] . Ivanov, Nikonov and Tuzhilin [22] characterize the countable metric spaces that have an infinite spanning tree of finite total length. Starting with Jones [23] , a different approach has been taken to characterize the subsets of Euclidean spaces that are contained in rectifiable curves. For an overview of this approach, see Schul's survey [39] .
Gołąb's Theorem and its proofs
Gołąb's own proof [20] of his theorem depends on various results of Ważewski [41] , one of them stating that a continuum C with L * (C) < ∞ in R n is the image of an absolutely continuous mapping f : [0, L * (C)] → R n that is non-expansive in each coordinate. This is related to Lemma 8 (see also [12, Theorem 2] and [1, Theorem 4.4] ). His proof furthermore uses compactness in the form of the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem. As can be seen from the proof in this paper, as well as Frink's proof [17] , it is not necessary to use compactness or to take subsequences. Among all proofs of Gołąb's Theorem known to us, Frink's proof seems to be the simplest and shortest, and proceeds directly from the definition of outer linear measure.
At a point where Gołąb's Theorem would be needed, Besicovitch [3, Proof of Theorem 12] merely states that it is "easy to see. . . ".
Faber, Mycielski and Pedersen [14] use Gołąb's Theorem to show that, given a compact subset S of the plane, there is a shortest connected closed subset of the plane which intersects all lines intersecting S. They give a proof of Gołąb's Theorem that depends on another result of Ważewski, namely that a continuum with finite outer linear measure is path-connected. This is the proof that is presented in Falconer's book [15, Chapter 3] . Like Gołąb's original proof, it uses compactness, but in the form of the Blaschke selection theorem.
Bognár's proof of his version of Gołąb's Theorem [5] is somewhat involved and even invokes Zorn's Lemma at some point. It seems that Bognár's main purpose was to prove what we have stated as Corollary 4. Fremlin [16] gives his own short proof of this corollary and refers to it as M. Bognár's theorem, although it would be very surprising if it hadn't been known earlier. Nevertheless, it frequently occurs as a technical result in the literature on existence results in the calculus of variations, for instance, Proposition 2.5 in [10] and Lemma 2.6 in [37] . According to Gołąb [20] , Ważewski proved the following weaker statement:
Theorem 12. Let C 1 ⊆ C 2 ⊆ C 3 ⊆ be an increasing sequence of continua such that
Gołąb deduces this statement as an immediate corollary to his theorem. Ambrosio and Tilli [2] give a highly analytical proof of Gołąb's Theorem, in particular using densities and weak-star convergence of Borel measures. This proof was corrected by Paolini and Stepanov [37] . Alberti and Ottolini [1] give a simpler proof which still uses analysis and measure theory, though.
Generalizations of Gołąb's Theorem
Ambrosio and Tilli's proof of Gołąb's Theorem [2] is adapted by Paolini and Stepanov [37] to show the following generalisation of Gołąb's Theorem, of which the Euclidean case appears in Dal Maso and Toader [10] .
Theorem 13. Let C n be a sequence of closed connected subsets of a complete metric space X and C a closed subset of X such that lim n→∞ H(C n , C) = 0. Let K n be a sequence of closed subsets of X and K a closed subset of X such that lim n→∞ H(K n , K) = 0. Then
A further generalisation is found in Giacomini [18] : Here ν x denotes the unit normal vector of K at x (which exists H 1 -a.e. if H 1 (K) < ∞). Giacomini considers K to be a fracture and the above functional is its surface energy. However, this functional can be interpreted as the ordinary 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure in the Finsler space on Ω determined by ϕ, and therefore, this theorem follows from Gołąb's Theorem for sets with at most m connected components [10, Corollary 3.3] .
It is easily observed that some sort of connectedness is necessary in Gołąb's Theorem. For example, let A n = Gołąb already notes that there is no straightforward generalisation of his theorem to area. However, Vitushkin [40] generalises Gołąb's Theorem to k-dimensional Hausdorff measure in d-dimensional Euclidean spaces, by assuming the additional hypothesis that the expected number of connected components of the intersection of A n by a flat of codimension k − 1 (with respect to the Haar probability measure on the Grassmannian) is bounded uniformly over n.
Dal Maso, Morel and Solimini [9] generalise Gołąb's Theorem for linear measure by assuming that the sets in the sequences uniformly satisfy a certain concentration property. This is generalised to k-dimensional measures by Morel and Solimini [35, Chapter 10] and Lops [28] .
